
December 5th 2023

Hello Hoomans,

It is that time again, it is me CHARLIE (pronounced with an English accent), when I 
infiltrate my employees’ mail….yes EMPLOYEE…..I know I used to call her my HUMAN 
SLAVE but apparently it’s not PC…..(Politically Correct)…..I know this year has been one 
where I have learned a lot of new vocabulary…..my employee was gifted a word a day 
calendar……so I hear things. Mostly complaints but once in a while …something interesting.

Well to begin, my employee is out of the house a lot……she then feels guilty when she gets 
back and gives me treats and she thinks I like her not being there but I don’t…. who is 
supposed to adjust my pillows if she is not there? Anyways I make her feel guilty for 
leaving me alone…. I have her trained to give me treats……lots and lots of treats…. 
muahahah.

Now a few months ago, she was leaving and she put the big black box on…. there are usually
birds on but this time there was a show of a CAT and a small really fast MOUSE…. I think 
she said the name was TOM and JERRY and OMG this thing is hilarious…. I mean 
amewsing….so what is with these two, are they friends? Enemies? Frenemies? I guess they
get a lot of exercise chasing each other……I mean I need to lose a few that’s what the 
person in a white coat said this year….but hey I am sixteen so I do what I want to and 
exercising is not on the list.

Anyways back to TOM and JERRY….and after those two play around you have the 
RABBIT…. I think he is BUGS….so annoying…. I mean isn’t that why everyone wants to kill 
him…am I right? Now back to TOM and JERRY, I have realized that they portray the 
mouse as more intelligent….I don’t really like that plot line but he is a cute guy and I would 
be friends with him…so I overlook that fact….I mean us cats were worshipped in EGYPT 
and even today people LOVE doing stuff for us. So that concludes my update on what I 
have been watching on the black flat thing.

In other updates, I have been visiting the Grands a lot….I really like them because one of 
them loves to serve me real salmon and the other one, he likes to pet me and I tolerate it 
because he drops treats all the time and I am too fast for him and I get them all….too bad 
the person in the white coat never sees me move on treats because I am a ninja. And 
really, I am not overweight I have more to love…

And finally, my employee got a new VROOM VROOM, I did not like the old one it was very 
loud and the seats were cold, this one has nice warm seats and I can see out of the roof. 



Here’s a picture of me in it, I have an annoyed expression because I get more treats with 
this look…. muahaha….

so, until next year these are all my updates, MEOWY CHRISTMAS, HAPPY HOWLIDAYS 
and an AMEWSING NEW YEAR!

CHARLIE


